Accurate reliability estimates can be obtained by using software reliability models only in the later phase of software testing. However, for cost effective and timely, management prediction in the early phase is important. Non-homogenerous Poisson process (NHPP) models and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models are the most important Analytical software reliability growth models. In this paper we study an approach to using past fault-related data with Wavelet Networks model to improve reliability predictions in the early testing phase. A numerical example is shown with both actual and simulated datasets. The analysis with example shows that the proposed approach works effectively in the early phase of software testing.
Introduction
Data-driven approach and analytical method are used to develop software reliability model. NonHomogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) SRGMs is one of the important Analytical software reliability growth models (SRGMs). ANN (Artificial Neural Network) software reliability models are studied more these years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Normally，most of models consider fault detection process and data for analysis. In the early phase of testing, it is difficult to obtain accurate predictions. But early software reliability prediction is useful for decision of the software development process. It is necessary to predict accurately earlier.
The first NHPP model, which strongly influences the development of many other models, was proposed by Goel and Okumoto [22] . Huang et al. [11] have discussed a unified scheme of discrete NHPP models by applying the concepts of weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, or weighted harmonic means. Ohba [9] presented a NHPP model with S-shaped mean value function. Lots of the generalized SRGMs, including the generalized SRGMs mentioned above, have been discussed in terms of continuous-time SRGMs, because the continuous-time SRGM is specifically applicable to the reliability analysis [13] . S. Inoue et al. give a Generalized Discrete Software Reliability Modeling With Effect of Program Size [12] . Okamura et al. [14] have discussed a unified parameter estimation method based on the expectation-maximization (EM) principle and investigated the effectiveness of the estimation method based on the EM algorithm by comparing with Newton's method. Khoshgoftarr et al. [7] introduced the use of the neural networks as a tool for predicting software quality. Their model used domain metrics derived from the complexity metric data. Paper [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been adapted neural networks to software reliability issues. Emanm and Melo [8] have performed to construct a logistic regression model to predict which classes in a future release of a commercial Java application will be faulty.
Early Software Reliability Model with Wavelet Networks
The paper gives the wavelet networks based model to capture the input-output (I/O) relationships of software system to corresponding fault and to improve the accurate of predicting the reliability. The wavelet network tales input and output through evolutionary algorithm adjusted wavelet networks.
With the historical fault-related data of {y 1 , y 2 , …, y t }, the corresponding mapping of wavelet network can be written as y t+1 = g(y t , y t−1 , …, y t-k ). This relationship is illustrated in the framework of Figure 1 . Traditional ANN models describe fault detection process and y t there is a scalar, such as cumulative detected faults number y t = d t. Figure 2 gives the structure of wavelet networks. The wavelet networks model for software reliability prediction are designed as a three-layer structure with a wavelet layer (input layer), weighting layer (intermediate layer), and summing layer (output layer). Each layer has one or more nodes. The input data vector is connected to the input nodes of the networks:
n is the input variable number. We can derive the activation functions of the wavelet nodes in the wavelet layer from a mother wavelet ψ(x)∈L 
The output of the kth wavelet node ψ k :R n →R with n input variables x i , i=1, 2, …, n, is: δ i =sE i +F ⑼ Where s is a scaling factor, F indicates an offset.
By the unfitness values, the 2I individuals (includes the parent and the created offspring) The evolution process stops when the minimum criterion of LSE value or the stopping rule of maximum generation is satisfied. The solution with the lowest unfitness value is regarded as the best wavelet networks for software reliability model.
Numerical examples
To illustrate the proposed approach with wavelet networks model, numerical examples are studied in this section.
y t is a vector composed of cumulative detected number and corrected faults number in the software system at time period t, denoted as
The example is based on a project for a large Web-based software system. The cumulative detected faults number and corrected faults number. Table. 1: Cumulative detected faults prediction.
Discussions
In this paper, we have studied an approach of early reliability prediction by wavelet networks. The analysis with example shows that the proposed approach works effectively in the early phase of software testing. However, current analysis needs more practical project datasets are essential for further study.
